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Abstract
We study the duality of quasilocal energy and charges with non-orthogonal
boundaries in the (2+1)-dimensional low-energy string theory. Quasilocal
quantities shown in the previous work and some new variables arisen from
considering the non-orthogonal boundaries as well are presented, and the
boost relations between those quantities are discussed. Moreover, we show
that the dual properties of quasilocal variables such as quasilocal energy den-
sity, momentum densities, surface stress densities, dilaton pressure densities,
and Neuve-Schwarz(NS) charge density, are still valid in the moving observer’s
frame.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The study of a gravitational system with finite boundaries gives some advantages rather
than that with the asymptotic fall-off behavior such as asymptotic flatness. First, gener-
ically, treating a gravitational system with a bounded and finite spatial region should be
independent of the asymptotic behavior of the gravitational field. Therefore, this kind of
study is considerably useful for developing a theoretical formulation which is irrelevant to
the specific asymptotic properties of the system such as an asymptotic flatness. Second, if
one constructs a gravitational partition function without any inconsistencies by assuming
finite boundaries, then the construction of the gravitational partition function is only pos-
sible when the system with a finite size is stable. For example, the heat capacity for the
Schwarzschild black hole is negative if the temperature at asymptotic region is fixed and the
partition function for the black hole is not consistent. However, if we consider the fixed tem-
perature at a finite spatial boundary, the heat capacity is positive and the partition function
is well-defined. Third, from the physical viewpoint, one can define thermodynamics which
is appropriate to observers placed at a finite region from black holes. In these respects, it is
meaningful to define thermodynamic quantities appropriately at a finite boundary.
Some years ago, Brown and York have studied the quasilocal quantities such as the
quasilocal energy, angular momentum, and spatial stress through the Hamilton-Jacobi anal-
ysis of a gravitational system [1]. Those quantities are closely related to the first law of
black hole thermodynamics through the path integral formulation of gravitational system
[2]. This formalism was extended to include the most general case of gauge fields coupled
to the dilaton gravity in the context of string theories [3], and the temperature, energy, and
heat capacity of AdS black holes have been studied by use of this formulation in Ref. [4]. The
Hamiltonian and entropy in asymptotically flat spacetimes(AFS) and anti-de Sitter(AdS)
have been studied in Ref. [5], and the relevant issues for the two-dimensional black hole [6]
and the quasilocal thermodynamics of Kerr-AdS(K-AdS) and Kerr-de Sitter(K-dS) [7] were
also intensively investigated.
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However, Brown and York’s quasilocal formulation is based on the assumption that the
spacetime foliation is orthogonal to the timelike boundary, which describes the quasilocal
quantities seen by static observers in a weak gravitational field, and it seems to be a some-
what strong restriction. When one takes into account finite spatial boundaries in a strong
gravitational field, gravitational force acts on each spatial boundary with a different extent.
Therefore, in general, the unit normal defined on the hypersurface at a certain time is not
orthogonal to the unit normal defined on the finite spatial boundary, and it is too difficult
to calculate the quasilocal quantities seen by observers who are falling into a black hole
through the quasilocal formulation with orthogonal boundaries. To generalize the formula-
tion and overcome this difficulty, Booth and Mann reformulated the quasilocal analysis in
the presence of non-orthogonal boundaries [8], and the related works appear in Ref. [9]
On the other hand, in the context of string theory, duality is considered as a symme-
try which relates a certain solution to another one. In the (2+1)-dimensional low-energy
string theory, this duality is more meaningful in that the dual solution of the Ban˜ados-
Teitelboim-Zanelli(BTZ) [10] black hole is known as the (2+1)-dimensional charged black
string [11]. And the duality of the quasilocal quantities between these dual solutions and
quasilocal thermodynamics of the dilatonic gravitational system with orthogonal boundaries
was studied in Ref. [12]. The quasilocal energy density and its dual are invariant under the
dual transformation while the quasilocal angular momentum density and its dual are in-
terchanged with the quasilocal Neuve-Schwarz(NS) charge and its dual. In addition, the
dual invariance between the surface spatial stress density and the dilaton pressure density
appears in the combination of both quantities as E = Ed, Jφ = −(Qd)φ, (Q)φ = −J dφ ,
Sabδσab + ΥδΦ = Sabd δσdab + ΥdδΦd, where E , J , Q, Sab, Y , σab, and Φ are the quasilocal
surface energy density, the quasilocal momentum density, the quasilocal NS charge density,
the quasilocal spatial stress density, the quasilocal pressure density, the surface spatial stress
tensor, and the dilaton field, respectively.
In this paper, we shall study the dual properties of quasilocal quantities for the (2+1)-
dimensional dilatonic gravity with non-orthogonal boundaries. In Sec. II, the notations and
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the setup for the double-foliation of quasilocal formalism with non-orthogonal boundaries
are presented. The unit vectors normal to both spatial and temporal boundaries are defined
and splittings of extrinsic curvatures on the spacelike hypersurface and spatial boundary
are obtained by the definitions of the induced metrics and the extrinsic curvatures. The
quasilocal variables with non-orthogonal boundaries and their boost relations, and dual
properties between those variables are given in Sec. III. In Sec. IV, some concluding
remarks and discussions on our results follow.
II. PRELIMINARY : NOTATIONS AND SETUP
In this section, we present a double-foliation for Arnowitt-Deser-Misner(ADM) splitting
of the metric and the corresponding some kinematics. Then we shall discuss the notations
and extrinsic curvature splittings for quasilocal formalism with non-orthogonal boundaries.
Generically, when we take into account a finite spatial boundary on manifold M in a
strong gravitational field such as an adjacent region of black hole horizon, each boundary is
exposed to a different gravitational force. This fact enhances the motivation of the general-
ized quasilocal formalism, which can be possible by considering non-orthogonal boundaries.
Let us consider a double-foliation of spacetime manifold M with spatial and temporal
boundaries as shown in FIG. 1. Then we can take t = const and s = const surfaces on
boundaries Σ and T¯ , and the unit normal vectors are defined as uµ = −N∇µt on Σ and
n¯µ = M¯∇µs on T¯ , where N and M¯ are normalization functions determined by satisfying
u · u = −1 and n¯ · n¯ = 1. On boundaries of Σ and T¯ , the induced metrics hµν , γ¯µν and the
corresponding extrinsic curvatures Kµν , Θ¯µν can be defined as
hµν = gµν + uµuν (on Σ), (1)
γ¯µν = gµν − n¯µn¯ν (on T¯ ), (2)
and
Kµν = −hαµ∇αuν (on Σ), (3)
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FIG. 1. Spacetimes Foliation : The spacetime manifoldM which is topologically Σ× T¯ can be
foliated by spatial and temporal boundaries denoted by T¯ and Σ, respectively. On each boundary,
the unit normal vector, induced metric, and extrinsic curvature are defined.
Θ¯µν = −γ¯αµ∇αn¯ν (on T¯ ). (4)
And we can define new unit vectors nµ and u¯µ as nµ = MDµs = γ
−1hνµn¯ν and u¯µ =
−N¯Dµt = γ−1γ¯νµuν , where Dµ and Dµ are covariant derivatives projected into Σ and T¯
surfaces, and the boost factor γ = (1− v2)−1/2 = M/M¯ = N/N¯ , where v is a proper radial
velocity. From these relations, the relations between unit normal vectors seen by “barred”
frame and “unbarred frame” are obtained as
u¯µ = γuµ + γvnµ,
n¯µ = γnµ + γvuµ. (5)
On the boundary B, the induced metric is given in two ways as σµν = gµν+uµuν−nµnν =
gµν + u¯µu¯ν − n¯µn¯ν and the extrinsic curvatures are also defined as kµν = −σαµσβν∇αnβ and
ℓµν = −σαµσβν∇αuβ. Note that the notations used in this paper for the foliation of spacetimes
are summarized in TABLE. I.
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TABLE I. Notations for foliation of spacetimes M
contents metric
covariant
derivative
unit
normal
intrinsic
curvature
extrinsic
curvature momentum
spacetimes M gµν ∇µ Rµνκλ
spacelike hypersurface Σ hij Di uµ Rijkl Kij P ij
timelike hypersurface T¯ γ¯ij Di n¯µ Θ¯ij Π¯ij
boundary B = Σ ∩ T¯ σab kab, ℓab
On the other hand, the extrinsic curvature on T¯ boundary, Θ¯µν , can be splitted by the
extrinsic curvatures on B boundary, kµν and ℓµν as,
Θ¯µν = γkµν + γvℓµν + (n¯ · a¯)u¯µu¯ν + 2σα(µu¯ν)(nλKαλ − γ2∇αv), (6)
where a¯µ = u¯
α∇αu¯µ is the acceleration of u¯µ. Similarly, the splitting of the extrinsic curva-
ture on the Σ boundary Kµν , is obtained as
Kµν = ℓµν + (u · b)nµnν + 2σα(µnν)Kαλnλ, (7)
by use of the extrinsic curvature on B boundary ℓµν and the acceleration b
µ = nα∇αnµ of
nµ.
III. DUALITY OF QUASILOCAL QUANTITIES WITH ORTHOGONAL AND
NON-ORTHOGONAL BOUNDARIES
A. Static observers and duality of quasilocal quantities
The dilatonic action coupled with NS-NS field strength in (2+1)-dimensions is given as
S =
1
2π
∫
M
d3x
√−gΦ
[
R + Φ−2(∇Φ)2 + 4
l2
− 1
12
H2
]
+
1
π
∫
Σ
d2x
√
hΦK − 1
π
∫
T
d2x
√−γΦΘ, (8)
where −1/2 lnΦ is a dilaton field, H is a three-form field strength of the anti-symmetric
two-form field B with H = dB, and l−2 = −Λ is a negative cosmological constant.
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The variation of action (8),
δS =
∫
M
d3x
√−g
[
(ΞG)µν δg
µν + (Ξdil) δΦ+ (ΞNS)
µν δBµν
]
+
∫
Σ
d2x
[
P ijδhij + PdilδΦ + P
ij
NSδBij
]
+
∫
T
d2x
[
Πijδγij +ΠdilδΦ+ Π
ij
NSδBij
]
, (9)
gives the equations of motion,
2π(ΞG)µν = ΦGµν +∇µ∇νΦ− gµν✷Φ− 1
2
gµνΦ
−1(∇Φ)2 − 2
l2
gµνΦ
− 1
24
gµνΦH
2 +
1
4
ΦHµλσH
λσ
ν ,
2π(Ξdil) = R + Φ
−2(∇Φ)2 − 2Φ−1✷Φ + 4
l2
− 1
12
H2,
4π(ΞNS)
µν = ∇λ(ΦHµνλ), (10)
where Gµν = Rµν − 1/2gµνR is the Einstein tensor. The conjugate momenta on Σ and T
boundaries are given as
P ij = −
√
h
2π
[
Φ(Kij − hijK) + hijuα∇αΦ
]
,
Pdil = −
√
h
π
[
Φ−1uα∇αΦ−K
]
,
P ijNS =
√
h
4π
ΦuαH ijα (11)
and
Πij =
√−γ
2π
[
Φ(Θij − γijΘ) + γijnα∇αΦ
]
,
Πdil =
√−γ
π
(Φ−1nα∇αΦ−Θ),
ΠijNS = −
√−γ
4π
ΦnαH ijα , (12)
respectively. Especially, the momenta on T boundary are closely related to the quasilocal
quantities within this boundary. To specify these quantities, it is useful to decompose the
induced metric γij into some projections normal and onto foliation as follows,
δγij = − 2
N
uiujδN − 2
N
u(iσj)aδV
a + σa(iσ
b
j)δσab, (13)
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where N is a lapse function and V a is a shift vector on T boundary. As for the NS field
Bij , this potential on the boundary T can be written as Bij = 2u[iσaj]Ca + σa[iσbj]Dab, where
Ca = σ
i
aBiju
j and Dab = σ
i
aσ
j
bBij on B boundary [3], and the variation of Bij produces
δBij =
2
N
u[iσ
a
j]δ(NCa)−
2
N
u[iσ
a
j]DabδV
b + σa[iσ
b
j]δDab. (14)
Putting Eqs. (13) and (14) into the T boundary term in Eq. (9) leads us to obtain the
surface energy density E , the surface momentum density J a, the spatial stress Sab, the
surface NS charge density QaNS, the surface NS momentum density J bNS, and the surface NS
current density IabNS as
E ≡ −δST
δN
=
√
σ
π
(Φk − nα∇αΦ), (15)
J a ≡ δST
δV a
=
√
σ
π
ΦσiaKijn
j , (16)
Sab ≡ δST
Nδσab
=
√
σ
2π
[
Φ(kab − σabk + σab(n · a)) + σabnα∇αΦ
]
, (17)
(QNS)a ≡ − δST
δ(NCa)
=
√
σ
2π
ΦniE
ia, (18)
(JNS)a ≡ δST
δV a
= (QNS)bDba, (19)
(INS)ab ≡ − δST
NδDab
=
√
σ
4π
ΦuαHabα , (20)
where Eij = u
λhµi h
ν
jHµνλ is the “electric” piece of the three-form field strength.
On the other hand, equations of motion (10) yields a BTZ black hole solution, which is
given by
(ds)2BTZ = −N2(r)d2t + f−2(r)d2r + r2(dφ+Nφ(r)dt)2,
Φ = Φ(r), Bφt = Bφt(r), (21)
where the lapse function N2(r) = (r2/l2 −M), the shift vector (Nφ)2 = J/2r2, the dilaton
field Φ(r) = 1, and the NS two-form field potential Bφt(r) = r
2/l. Duality is a symmetry
of string theory, which maps a solution of the low-energy effective string equations with a
translational symmetry to another solution [11]. Therefore, this symmetry yields a dual
solution of Eq. (21)
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(ds)2d = −N2(r)d2t+ f−2(r)d2r +
1
r2
(dφ+Bφt(r)dt)
2,
Φd = r2Φ, Bdφt = N
φ(r), (22)
by applying the dual transformation
gdxx = g
−1
xx , g
d
xα = Bxα/gxx,
gdαβ = gαβ − (gxαgxβ −BxαBxβ)/gxx,
Bdxα = gxα/gxx, B
d
αβ = Bαβ − 2gx[αBβ]x/gxx,
Φd = gxxΦ, (23)
where x is a direction of translational symmetry (φ in our case) and the superscript d denotes
a dual variable. From Eqs. (21) and (22), the dual properties of the quasilocal energy density,
momentum density, and NS charge density are obtained by the straightforward calculation
of Eqs. (15), (16), and (18),
E = Ed = −f
π
∂r(rΦ),
Jφ = −(QdNS)φ = −
r3f
2πN
Φ∂rN
φ,
(QNS)φ = −J dφ =
fΦ
2πNr
∂rBφt. (24)
Furthermore, the dual invariance between quasilocal stress density and dilaton pressure
density is satisfied with the combination of both quantities as
Sabδσab +ΥδΦ = Sabd δσdab +ΥdδΦd =
f∂rN
2πrN
Φδσab +
f
π
(
1 +
r∂rN
N
)
δΦ, (25)
where the dilaton pressure density is defined as Υ ≡ N−1Πdil.
B. Moving observers and quasilocal quantities
An extension to the most general case of the quasilocal formalism can be easily established
by assuming that the gravitational system has non-orthogonal boundaries as shown in FIG.
1. It amounts to replacing the spatial boundary term T in the starting action (8) by
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−1
π
∫
T¯
d2x
√−γ¯ΦΘ¯. (26)
The variation of this action is written as the similar expression of Eq. (9) just replaced by
“barred” expression in T¯ boundary term, and the boost term −1/2π ∫
B
dx
√
σΦ2δθ is added,
where the boost parameter tanhθ = v. The conjugate momenta on T¯ boundary are also
given as the “barred” variables,
Π¯ij =
√−γ¯
2π
[
Φ(Θ¯ij − γ¯ijΘ¯) + γ¯ijn¯α∇αΦ
]
,
Π¯dil =
√−γ¯
π
(Φ−1n¯α∇αΦ− Θ¯),
Π¯ijNS = −
√−γ¯
4π
Φn¯αH ijα . (27)
The ADM splitting of the induced metric on T¯ boundary is given by the “barred” expression
of Eq. (13) while the induced metric hij on Σ boundary is splitted by
δhij =
2
M
ninjδM +
2
M
σa(inj)δW
a + σa(iσ
b
j)δσab, (28)
whereM is a lapse function andW a is a shift vector on Σ boundary. Putting these splittings
of metrics into the boundary actions of Eq. (9) yields∫
T¯
d2xΠ¯ijδγ¯ij = −1
π
∫
T¯
d2x
√
σ
[
(Φ(γk + γvℓ)− n¯α∇αΦ) δN¯ − Φ(σiaKijnj − ∂aθ)δV¯ a
−N¯
2
(
Φ
{
γ(kab − kσab) + γv(ℓab − ℓσab) + (n¯ · a¯)σab}+ n¯α∇αΦσab) δσab
]
, (29)
and ∫
Σ
d2xP ijδhij =
1
π
∫
Σ
d2x
√
σ
[
(Φℓ− uα∇αΦ)δM − σiaΦKijnjδW a
− M
2
(
Φ(ℓab − ℓσab − (u · b)σab) + uα∇αΦσab
)
δσab
]
. (30)
Here we define the quasilocal energy density, the tangential momentum density, and the
spatial stress seen by moving observers in the“barred” frame as
E¯ = −δST¯
δN¯
=
√
σ
π
[Φ (γk + γvℓ)− n¯α∇αΦ] ,
J¯a = δST¯
δV¯ a
=
√
σ
π
Φ
(
σiaKijn
j − ∂aθ
)
,
S¯ab = δST¯
N¯δσab
=
√
σ
2π
[
Φ
{
γ(kab − kσab) + γv(ℓab − ℓσab) + (n¯ · a¯)σab}+ σabn¯α∇αΦ] , (31)
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and the quasilocal normal momentum density, the tangential momentum density, and the
temporal stress seen by static observers in the “unbarred” frame as
J⊢ = −δSΣ
δM
= −
√
σ
π
[Φℓ− uα∇αΦ] ,
Ja = − δSΣ
δW a
=
√
σ
π
ΦσiaKijn
j ,
∆ab =
δSΣ
Mδσab
= −
√
σ
2π
[
Φ
{
ℓab − ℓσab − (u · b)σab}+ σabuα∇αΦ] . (32)
In addition, the dilaton pressure scalar densities on T¯ and Σ boundaries are calculated as
Υ¯ = N¯−1Π¯dil =
√
σ
π
(
Φ−1n¯α∇αΦ− γk − γvℓ+ (n¯ · a¯)
)
,
Z =M−1Pdil = −
√
σ
π
(
Φ−1uα∇αΦ− ℓ− (u · b)
)
. (33)
As for the NS charge part, we have the variation of action for a NS three-form field
strength Hµνρ,
δSNS =
∫
M
d3x
√−g (ΞNS)µν δBµν +
∫
Σ
d2xP ijNSδBij +
∫
T¯
d2xΠ¯ijNSδBij, (34)
where the equation of motion (ΞNS)
µν and the canonical momenta P ijNS and Π¯
ij
NS on both
boundaries are given by Eqs. (10), (11), and (27), respectively. Note that the three-form
field strength Hµνρ is usually decomposed into “electric” and “magnetic” components on a
spacelike hypersurface, Eij = h
µ
i h
ν
jHµνρu
ρ and B = −ǫµνρλHµνρuλ/6, respectively, and it can
be shown that H2 = 6B2 − 3EijEij . As shown in Eq. (14), the two-form field potential Bij
can be decomposed on the Σ boundary into
δBij = − 2
M
n[iσ
a
j]δ(MEa)−
2
M
n[iσ
a
j]DabδW
b + σa[iσ
b
j]δDab, (35)
where Bij = −2n[iσaj]Ea + σa[iσj]bDab and Ea = σiaBijnj , and the field decomposition on T¯
boundary is written as a similar form of Eq. (14)
δBij =
2
N¯
u¯[iσ
a
j]δ(N¯C¯a)−
2
N¯
u¯[iσ
a
j]DabδV¯
b + σa[iσ
b
j]δDab, (36)
where C¯ab = σ
i
aBij u¯
j. Hereafter, substituting Eqs. (35) and (36) into Eq. (34) and imposing
the equations of motion gives
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TABLE II. Notations for quasilocal quantities in boosted and unboosted frames
field contents
N¯
N
M¯
M V¯ a W a σab MEa N¯C¯a Dab Φ
quantities
in “barred” frame E¯ J¯⊢
J¯a,
(J¯NS)a
S¯ab,
∆¯ab (Q¯NS)a
(I¯nNS)ab,
(I¯uNS)ab Υ¯
quantities
in “unbarred” frame E J⊢
Ja,
(JNS)a
Sab,
∆ab (QNS)a
(InNS)ab,
(IuNS)ab Z
δSNS =
∫
Σ
d2x
[−(JNS)aδW a − (QNS)aδ(MEa) +M(IuNS)abδDab]
+
∫
T¯
d2x
[
(J¯NS)aδV¯ a − (Q¯NS)aδ(N¯C¯a)− N¯(I¯nNS)abδDab
]
, (37)
where the surface NS charge density, the surface NS momentum density, and the surface NS
current density seen by static(“unbarred”) and moving(“barred”) observers are
(QNS)a =
√
σ
2π
ΦniE
ia, (JNS)a = (QNS)bDba, (IuNS)ab =
√
σ
4π
ΦuαHabα , (38)
and
(Q¯NS)a =
√
σ
2π
Φn¯iE¯
ia, (J¯NS)a = (Q¯NS)bDba, (I¯nNS)ab =
√
σ
4π
Φn¯αHabα , (39)
respectively. Note that the surface NS charge density and the surface NS momentum density
in the boosted and unboosted frames are obtained from the each boundary term, but the
surface NS current densities are divided by two terms projected with respect to the unit
normal vectors uµ and n¯µ in Eqs. (38) and (39). The notations of quasilocal quantities used
in this paper in the boosted and unboosted frames are summarized in TABLE II.
C. Boost relations and duality of quasilocal variables
The quasilocal quantities seen by moving observers are connected by those seen by static
observers through the boost relations. We have quasilocal quantities in “unbarred” frame
as follows
E =
√
σ
π
[Φk − nα∇αΦ] ,
12
J⊢ = −
√
σ
π
[Φℓ− uα∇αΦ] ,
Ja =
√
σ
π
ΦσiaKijn
j ,
Sab =
√
σ
2π
[
Φ
(
kab − σabk + (n · a)σab)+ σabnα∇αΦ] ,
∆ab = −
√
σ
2π
[
Φ
(
ℓab − ℓσab − (u · b)σab)+ σabuα∇αΦ] , (40)
and these are simply converted into the quasilocal quantities seen in “barred” frame as
π√
σ
E¯ = Φk¯ − n¯α∇αΦ = Φ(γk + γvℓ)− n¯α∇αΦ,
π√
σ
J¯⊢ = −Φℓ¯ + u¯α∇αΦ = −γ(Φℓ− uα∇αΦ)− γv(Φk − nα∇αΦ),
π√
σ
J¯a = ΦσiaK¯ijn¯j = Φ(σiaKijnj − ∂aθ), (41)
using the relations of unit normal vectors in Eq. (5). The spatial and temporal stress tensors
are given as
2π√
σ
S¯ab = Φ(k¯ab − σabk¯ + (n¯ · a¯)σab) + σabn¯α∇αΦ
= γ
[
Φ
{
kab − σabk + (n · a)σab}+ σabnα∇αΦ]
+ γv
[
Φ
{
ℓab − ℓσab − (u · b)σab} + σabuα∇αΦ]+ Φ(u¯ · ∇θ)σab,
2π√
σ
∆¯ab = −Φ(ℓ¯ab − ℓ¯σab − (u¯ · b¯)σab)− σabu¯α∇αΦ
= γ
[−Φ{ℓab − ℓσab − (u · b)σab}− σabuα∇αΦ]
+ γv
[−Φ{kab − kσab + (n · a)σab}− σabnα∇αΦ]+ Φ(n¯ · ∇θ)σab, (42)
by using Eq. (5), and (n¯·a¯) = γ(n·a)−γv(u·b)+u¯·∇θ and (u¯· b¯) = γ(u·b)−γv(n·a)−n¯·∇θ.
Therefore, the boost relations between the surface energy density, the tangential momentum
density, the normal momentum density, the spatial stress, and the temporal stress in the
boosted and unboosted frames are obtained as
E¯ = γE − γvJ⊢,
J¯⊢ = γJ⊢ − γvE ,
J¯a = Ja − 1
π
Φ∂aθ,
13
S¯ab = γSab − γv∆ab +
√
σ
2π
Φ(u¯ · ∇θ)σab,
∆¯ab = γ∆ab − γvSab +
√
σ
2π
Φ(n¯ · ∇θ)σab, (43)
by using Eqs. (40), (41), and (42), and the boost relations for the quasilocal NS charge
densities, NS momentum densities, and NS current densities are simply given as
(Q¯NS)a = γ2(QNS)a + 2γ2v2nµ(IuNS)µa,
(J¯NS)b = γ2(JNS)b + 2γ2v2nµ(IuNS)µaDab,
(I¯nNS)ab = γ(InNS)ab + γv(IuNS)ab, (44)
by means of Eqs. (38) and (39). Note that the boost invariance of the tangential momentum
density in Eq. (43) and NS charge density in Eq. (44) are straightforwardly calculated for
the metric (21) as (Q¯NS)φ = (QNS)φ and J¯φ = Jφ, respectively, which are expected results
since the only motion in our case is perpendicular to the angular direction.
Let us now show the duality relations between the surface energy densities E¯ and E¯d, the
tangential momentum densities J¯⊢ and J¯ d⊢ , the normal momentum densities J¯φ and J¯ dφ ,
and the NS charge densities (Q¯NS)φ and (Q¯dNS)φ. Using the boost relations in Eqs. (43) and
(44), the dual relations are given as
E¯ = E¯d,
J¯⊢ = J¯ d⊢ ,
J¯φ = −(Q¯dNS)φ,
(Q¯NS)φ = −J¯ dφ , (45)
and note that these relations are exactly same forms with those of the orthogonal boundary
case. Notice that Eq. (45) shows that the dual properties between the quasilocal variables
are still valid regardless of observers who measure the quasilocal variables in their own
frames.
Next let us focus on the dual invariance of the spatial and temporal stress densities
and dilaton pressure densities. Basically, the quantity (n · a) has a dual invariance for the
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metrics (21) and (22), and it yields (n¯ · a¯) = γ(n · a) = (n¯ · a¯)d. In the “barred” frame,
the combination of spatial stress and dilaton pressure density satisfies the dual invariance,
which is given by
S¯abδσab + Υ¯δΦ = γ(Sabδσab +ΥδΦ) + γv
2π
∂rθ
(
f
r
Φδσab + 2rfδΦ
)
= γ(Sabd δσdab +ΥdδΦd) +
γv
2π
∂rθ
(
r3fΦδσdab +
2f
r
δΦd
)
= S¯abd δσdab + Υ¯dδΦd, (46)
and the additional dual relation for the temporal stress density ∆ab and the dilaton scalar
density Z is obtained by a simple calculation,
∆abδσab + ZδΦ = ∆abd δσdab + ZdδΦd = 0. (47)
As a result, the whole quasilocal quantities are reformulated by the double-foliation of
quasilocal analysis with non-orthogonal boundaries, and the relevant boost relations are
presented. Furthermore, the dual properties for quasilocal variables are still valid even in
the moving observer’s frame.
IV. DISCUSSIONS
We have studied the duality of quasilocal energy and charges for the (2+1)-dimensional
dilatonic gravitational system with non-orthogonal boundaries by use of the double-foliation
of spacetime manifold M. The quasilocal variables including the surface energy density,
momentum densities, spatial and temporal stresses, and the quantities related to the NS
three-form field strength have been presented and the dual relations between those quantities
have been proposed. In this approach, the boosting is confined to the radial direction, so
the angular momentum densities and NS charge density are independent of the boost factor
γ while the energy density is mixed with the tangential momentum density J⊢. In other
words, those quantities are naturally expected to have a general covariance under Lorentz-
type transformations.
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On the other hand, for a non-compact spacetime, quasilocal quantities are not well
defined in the limit that a finite boundary R goes to infinity. This unexpected incon-
sistency can be removed by introducing reference background spacetimes with an action
S0 and the physical action can be defined as Sphys. = S − S0. However, this reference
background spacetime action does not guarantee to preserve the covariance of quasilocal
quantities since those variables in the reference background spacetimes will transform with
a different velocity comparing with the velocity of the quasilocal surface in the given space-
times. Nevertheless, the reference background spacetimes action does not alter the dual
properties of quasilocal quantities. In fact, the action (8) is reduced to the effective action
Seff = 1/2π
∫
M
d3x
√−g (R + 2/l2) by imposing solution of the dilaton field and NS three-
form field strength [13]. It evidently describes an AdS3 spacetimes and the gravitational
counter term for AdS3 spacetimes can be considered as a reference background spacetime
action. For an AdS spacetime, the counter term action can be constructed by algorithmic
procedure and it is uniquely determined [14]. The counter term action of Eq. (8) is written
as Sct = −1/πl
∫
T¯
d2x
√−γ¯Φ, where Φ(r) = 1 for the BTZ black hole, which is compatible
with the action shown in Refs. [14,15], and it is invariant under the dual transformation
(23). More precisely, the reference background action gives the reference energy density,
the reference spatial stress, and the reference dilaton pressure density as E¯0 =
√
σΦ/πl,
S¯ab0 = −
√
σσabΦ/2πl, and Υ¯0 = −
√
σ/πl, respectively. A short glance of E0 shows that
it is invariant under boosting and dual transformation, i.e., E¯0 = E0 and E¯0 = E¯d0 . In ad-
dition, the combination of S¯ab0 δσab + Υ¯0δΦ is also invariant under the dual transformation
(23). Therefore, the physical quasilocal quantities by subtracting the values of the reference
background spacetimes inevitably satisfies the usual properties of dual transformations to
any observers whether they are moving or not.
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